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Abstract 
Do Long Van. B. Le Sat;c and I. Litovskl. Stabilit! for the zigzag submonoids. Theoretical 
Computer Science 108 119931 237-249. 
A notion of stablIlt> for the zIgzag submonoids IS introduced and called Z-stabilit). We prove that 
for the zigzag submonoids the Z-stabihty and the Z-freeness are eqmkalent. like the stabilit) and the 
freeness for the ordinar) submonoids. The class of Z-free zigzag submonoids is. hoaeher. not closed 
under intersection. We prove also that the propert! of being Z-stable is decidable for the regular 
zigzag submonoids. 
Une notion de stabilitC pour les sowmonoi’des zigzag est mtroduite et appelie Z-stabllit&. Your 
prouvons que pour 12s sous-monoldes zigzag la Z-stabilitk et la Z-libertb sont CquiLalentes. de meme 
que la stabilitt et la liberte sont tquivalentes pour les sous-monoydes ordinalres. Cependant la classe 
des sous-monoi’des zigzag Z-libres n’est pas close par intersectlon. Kous montrons enfm que le fait 
d’Ctre Z-stable est d&cidable pour 12s sowmonoi’des zigzag rationnels. 
0. Introduction 
Let X be a language on an alphabet A. The zigzag operation T introduced in [l] is 
an extension of the star operation *. To construct a word in X*. only right steps on 
X are allowed. To construct a word in X I. left as well as right steps on X are allowed. 
Languages as XT are called zigzag submonoids (or Z-submonoids). Then the notions 
of zigzag codes [ 1] and of Z-free zigzag submonoids arise naturally. X is a zigzag code 
if every word has at most one zigzag factorization on X. In [Z] the decidability of 
being a zigzag code is proved for the regular languages. A language M is a Z-free 
zigzag submonoid if IV1 = X T for some zigzag code X. In [7] it appears that a notion of 
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zigzag root, Z-Root(M), for a zigzag submonoid M makes sense since Z-Root(M) is 
the smallest zigzag generator of M. Furthermore, M is a Z-free zigzag submonoid iff 
its zigzag root is a zigzag code. This gives a characterization of the Z-free zigzag 
submonoids using roots. 
Here we give a characterization of the Z-free zigzag submonoids without using 
roots. In fact, we define a notion of stability (called Z-stability) for the zigzag 
submonoids inspired by the stability for the ordinary submonoids [lo]. This last 
stability says that if X is a code, every factorization in two steps on X* is, in fact, 
a “partial view” of the factorization on X. For the ’ operation, we consider three-step 
zigzag factorizations on X t: a right step, next a left step, next a final right step. 
However, if X is a zigzag code, these three-step zigzag factorizations on XT may be 
a “misleading view” of the zigzag factorization on X because “misleading loops” may 
be added to a zigzag factorization. Nevertheless, as for the usual stability, the study of 
the interleaving of two three-step zigzag factorizations of a given word leads to a 
definition of Z-stability which coincides with the Z-freeness for the zigzag submonoids. 
A difference between the zigzag operation and the star operation concerns the 
closure under intersection of the respective classes of “free” submonoids. Using the 
stability, the class of free submonoids of A* is proved to be closed under intersection 
[l 11. Here an example showing that the class of Z-free zigzag submonoids of A* is not 
closed under intersection is given. Next we prove that the condition of being Z-stable 
for a given regular zigzag submonoid is decidable. This result gives a new proof of the 
decidability of being a zigzag code where, unlike [2], we do not use much the 
representation of zigzag submonoids by two-way automata. 
The paper is organized as follows. Definitions and notations are recalled in Section 
1. In Section 2, we define the Z-stability for the zigzag submonoids and we prove that 
the Z-stabilty and the Z-freeness are equivalent (Theorem 2.4). Next an example 
shows that the class of Z-free zigzag submonoids is not closed under intersection 
(Proposition 2.5). Section 3 deals with the regular case. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let A be an alphabet. A* is the set of all finite words over A. The empty word is 
denoted by E and A+ denotes the set A* \ {E}. Let u, u be two words in A*. As usual uv 
denotes the concatenation of u and v. The notation u<v or u <v means that u is 
a prefix, or a proper prefix of v, respectively. Let X be a language in A*. Then X * is the 
submonoid of A* generated by X and Root(X *) denotes the language (X* \ (E})\ 
(X”\{cI)‘. 
For any language X, we use the notation F(X) for the free group generated by X. 
That is F(X) is the quotient set (XuX -‘)*/z, where X-l is a copy of X and g is 
the congruence generated by the relation xx-l ZE and x-‘x~:E for every XEX. The 
set (XuX - ‘)* will be considered as the free monoid generated by the alphabet 
(XUX -1). 
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Let X be a language in A*. X is a code if every word u in A* has at most one 
factorization on X. Let M be a submonoid of A*. M is a free submonoid of A* if 
Root(M) is a code. M is stable if for all u, u, WEA* UU, w, u, UWEM =+ EM. Recall that 
a submonoid is free iff it is stable [lo]. 
The following notions have been mostly introduced in [l]. Let X be a language in 
A*. A zigzag step (u, u’) in X with label x or x-l, where XEX, is an ordered pair of 
words in A* such that U’ = ux or u = U’X, respectively. We write also u 5 u’ where E is 1 
or - 1 according to the case. A zigzag calculus (or Z-calculus for short) from u. to U, 
on X is a finite sequence Ci; = (uO,. . . , u,) such that (ui, Ui+ 1) is a zigzag step for every 
iE{O, . ..) n - 1 } and Ui < Uj or Uj 6 Ui for every i, jE (0, . , n}. We write also 
and xy . ..xi is called the label of C$. The label x;l and the label x”,” are called 
Firstlabel and Lastlabel(C:;), respectively. Let weA*. If Ui<W for every 
iE{O, . . ..n}. c:; is said to be a Z-calculus in w. We denote by ‘C:; the sequence 
(u,, . ., uo) which is a Z-calculus from u, to u0 with label x;‘“...x;“. Let u, WEA*. If 
there exists a Z-calculus C,U from E to u in w, then u is said to be a Z-prefix of w in X. 
A zigzag factorization (or Z-factorization for short) of w on X is a Z-calculus 
such that 
(a) uO=s and u,=w, 
(b) E<Ui<W for every i~{l,...,n-1}, 
(C) i*j*Ui*Uj for every i,jE{O, . . . . n}. 
A zigzag decomposition (or Z-decomposition for short) of w on X is a Z-calculus such 
that only (a) and (b) are satisfied. 
We introduce a relation of reduction on the set of Z-calculus. Let C= (uO, . . . , u,) be 
a Z-calculus. We set C+C’ if C’ = (~0, . , ui, uj+ 1, . . . , u,) for some i, j such that Ui = uj. 
The reflexive-transitive closure 3 of -+ is called reduction and Red(C) = {C’: 
CfC’ and C’ is irreducible for 3 }. If C is a Z-decomposition of w, every Z- 
decomposition obtained by reducing C is also a Z-decomposition of w. The irredu- 
cible Z-decompositions are exactly the Z-factorizations. This reduction is obviously 
noetherian and we have the following fact. 
Fact 1.1. Let XGA*, WEA*. Then w has a Z-factorization on X if w has a Z- 
decomposition on X. Furthermore, every Z-decomposition of w may be reduced to 
a Z-factorization of w. 
Remark. If w is a word with exactly one Z-factorization f, Red(d)= {f } for every 
Z-decomposition d of w. Then we do not distinguish the set Red(d) and the element$ 
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Let C=(uO, . . . . a,) and C’=(&, . . . . z&) be two Z-calculi and let UEA*. We denote 
by UC the Z-calculus (uu,,, . . . . uu,). If u<ui for every i~(0, . . . . n}, U-‘C denotes the 
Z-calculus (u-‘uO, . . ..u-l u,). If C and C’ are Z-calculi in some word w and if U, = ub 
then CC’ denotes the Z-calculus (u,,, . . . . u,,u;, . . . . u;,). The following fact is easy. 
Fact 1.2. Let X be a language in A* and let uv,v,vw~A*. !f d,,, d, and d,, are 
Z-decompositions on X of MU, v and VW, respectively. Then d,,u(‘d,d,,) is a Z-decompo- 
sition on X of uvw. 
The zigzag language on X is the set XT = {WEA*: w has a Z-factorization on 
X}U{E}. Note that X r is a submonoid of A* and contains X *. The language X is 
a Z-code if every word u in A * has at most one Z-factorization on X. A language L of 
the form XT is called a Z-submonoid of A*. We call Z-Root of L the language 
Z-Root(L)={wEL\{ }. h E . w as no Z-factorization on L of length > l}. L is said to be 
Z-free if Z-Root(L) is a Z-code. Note that every Z-free Z-submonoid is a free 
submonoid [7]. 
Lemma 1.3. Let XE A*. Then X is a Z-code iff Card(Red(d))= 1 for every Z- 
decomposition d on X. 
Proof. If Card(Red(d))> 1 for some Z-decomposition d of a word w, then w has two 
different Z-factorizations. Conversely, assume that a word w has two different Z- 
factorizations f and f’. Let UEX. Thus, the Z-calculus (E, u)u(ftff’)(uw, uwu) is 
a Z-decomposition of UWM which can be reduced to two different Z-factorizations: 
fi =(E, u)uf(uw, uwu) and f2 =(&, u) uf’(uw, uwu). 0 
2. Zigzag stability 
Definition. Let L be a Z-submonoid of A*. L is Z-stable if it satisfies the three 
following conditions where ul, u2, ug, u4, u5 E A*. 
(i) uIu2,u2,u2u3u4u5~L and u1u2u3u4,u4,u4u5~L j u2u3u4~L (see Fig. 1). 
(ii) ~~u~u~,u~u~,u~u~u~u~EL and u1u2u3u4,u3u4,u3u4u5~L * u2u3u4~L (see 
Fig. 2). 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 3 
(iii) u1u2u3,t~3,u3u41i5~Landuluzu,u4,u 2 3 4,~2~3~4~5~L * u2 is aZ-prefix in u u 
L of u2u3u4 (see Fig. 3). 
Remark. The condition (i) in the case when u2 = E and u4 = E is the stability for the 
ordinary submonoids. 
For proving the equivalence between the Z-stability and the Z-freeness, we need 
three lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a language in A*. Let 
be a Z-calculus on X such that u0 = u,, and for every i, jg (0, , n}: [i <j and ui = uj] 
* [i=O and j=n]. Let uk and U, be the words Mino<ia,,{ui} and Maxg<i<,,{ui}, 
respectively. If n> 2 then the word (uk)- ‘u, has two distinct Z-factorizations on X. 
Proof. Denote v=(uk)-‘u,. We have k#m. Let us assume that k<m (the case when 
m < k is similar). Thenf= (uk)- 1 (u,, . . , u,) is a Z-decomposition of v. In the following, 
x+ 1 and x- 1 mean x + 1 (mod n) and x- 1 (mod n), respectively. Since ui#uj for 
every i < jc { k, , m}, f is a Z-factorization of v with label xp;+‘i .. . x2. On the other 
hand, f’= (uk, . . . . uo,u,_l ,..., u,) is a Z-factorization of v with label 
-0i xk -El . ..xl - En x, . ..X.Cl -em+i. Since n>2, we have m- 1 #m+ 1 and, thus, u,,_* #u,+~. 
Hence, we have x”,- #x;fy+ I. Thus, f and f’ are two different Z-factorizations 
of Li. El 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a language in A* and let d be a Z-decomposition on X of some 
word WEX~ such that there does not exist any shorter word with two different Z- 
fuctorizations on X. Then we have label(d) zlabel(f)f or some Z-factorization f on X of w. 
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Proof. Let WEX T such that no shorter word has two different Z-factorizations on X. 
Let d=(uO, . . . . u,) be a Z-decomposition on X of w. We denote by B(d) the set 
((i,j)EfO, ...> n>‘: i<j and Ui=Uj>. The Z-decomposition d is a Z-factorization iff 
B(d) = @. Thus, assume that B(d) # 0 and let (p, q)EB(d) such that the difference q-p is 
minimal. Denote by uk and u, the words minkci6(m (pi> and maxkdicm {Ui}, respect- 
ively. Since d is a Z-decomposition, we have uk # E. Thus, according to Lemma 2.1, by 
assumption on w, we must have q=p+2. So, d’=(uO ,..., uP_l,uP,uP+3 ,..., u,) is 
a Z-decomposition of w with label(d’)rlabel(d) and Card(B(d’))<Card(B(d)). By 
reiterating this process, we obtain finally a Z-factorization f of w with label(d)? 
label(f). 0 
Remark. If X is a Z-code, every word w in X T satisfies the condition of Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a Z-code in A*. Let MU, v, VWEX T and let fU,, fV and f”, be the 
Z-factorizations of MU, v and VW, respectively. If Ciw is a reduced Z-calculus in VW, then 
(4 Red(_UG”“) =fu,, 
(ii) there exist a Z-prefix v’ of v and three Z-calculi CF”, C~~~w, C:f, in uvw such that 
fu”, = c,u”‘c::,W, fuv = C,“” C,u,U. and uC,Vw = ‘C,“, C$‘“. 
Proof. (i): Since fU,uCiw is a Z-decomposition of uvw, by Fact 1 .l and Lemma 1.3, we 
have Red(f,,uC,““)=f,,,,,. 
(ii): Let 
fuv=po3+ . ..+ e Pn 
6, 
and uC~“.=qo8:‘- . ..-qm. .r, 
We have po=&, pn=qO=uv, qm=uvw, &<Pi<UV (1 <i<n- l), U<qj<UtlW 
(1 d j d m - 1). Let k be the smallest integer such that x::{: i # yfl;+;. Thus, for every 
j such that 0 < j < k, we have u <p,, _ j = qj < uv. Thereby, there exists v’ a prefix of v such 
that &_k=qk=UV’. Define C,u”‘=(p, ,..., &k), C,“,w=(q, ,..., q,,,), C,u,v.=(qk ,..., 40). 
Thenf,u-‘(‘C,“,“.) is a Z-calculus from E to v’ in v. That is v’ is a Z-prefix of v. On the 
other hand, C,““‘C~~8w = ( po, . . . , pn _k = qk, . . , qm) is a reduced Z-decomposition of uvw, 
that is, by Lemma 1.3, C,U”C:i,w- -fu,,. In the same way we have C~“‘C~~, =(pO, . . .,pn_k 
= qk, . . ..qo)=fuv and uc,v”=rc~~~c~~“. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let M be a Z-submonoid of A *. M is Z-stable ifs M is Z-free. 
Proof. Assume that M is Z-stable but not Z-free. Let m be a shortest word having two 
different Z-factorizations 
f=poX;“ . .._ .x- P” xi61 P- and f’=pbL...&ph 
on Z-Root(M). Let pi be the greatest word in {po,.,.,pn-l}. Let U=pi+k be the 
shortest word in {pi, . . . , p,}. Set v = u- ‘pi and w = (uv)- lrn. By construction, uv, v and 
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uw belong to M. Because of the minimality of m,fUv = (po, . . . , pi), fv = u- ’ (Pi+k, . . , pi) 
and f”w=u-‘(pj+,, . . . . p,) are the Z-factorizations of uu, v and VW, respectively. 
In the same way, notation (u’u’, u’, u’w’) is used for f '. As f#f ‘, we have 
(uu, u, VW) #(u’v’, u’, u’w’) by the minimality of m. Depending on how (uu, u, VW) and 
(u’u’, u’, u’w’) are overlapping, the following three cases arise. 
First case: ur=ul, v’=u2, wr=ugu4u5, u=ulu2u3, v=u4, w=u5 with U,#E (see 
Fig. 4). 
Denote by r the word ~2 ~3~4. Since M is Z-stable, rEM. Let fi be the Z-factoriz- 
ation of r. Asfi(u2u3(ff,fv,,,)) is a Z-decomposition of D’w’, one has Red(f*(u2u3(lf,fvw))) 
=fisw, since v’w’ has a unique Z-factorization. Thus, according to Lemma 2.2, one can 
write u%=(p’i,+k,, ...,P:,+k’+j, 4i,...,qX) and u’u2U3(‘fvfvw)=(qx,...,ql,P;,+k,+jr..., 
pk), where (ql, . . , qx) is a reduced Z-calculus. Thus, pi, +ks +jEUlf,n u(‘f” fvW). Hence, 
u<p;,+ks+j. On the other hand, by the construction of i’+k’, P~,+~~+~<u’u’. Thus, 
u <pi, +ks +j < u’v’, which is impossible since u3 #a. 
Second case: u’ = u 1, u’=u2u3, w’=uqug, u=u1u2, u=u3u4, w=u5 (see Fig. 5). 
We must have u2 # & or uq # E; otherwise, (uu, u, VW) = (u’D’, u‘, u’w’). Suppose uq #E; 
for u2 #E the argument is similar. Denote by r the word u2u3uq. We have 
fUv=Re4(pb, . . . , pi, +kp)u’fr). Hence, xfri = Lastlabel( fr) since uq # E. On the other 
hand, f”t,+,, = Red(f,u’-‘(pi, . . . ,Pn)).SinCepi,+~,+j<U’U’f0reVeryj>O,f,u’-’(pi,...,p,) 
must be reduced. Thus, Lastlabel( fi) = x;“. Hence, xf’_i = x,rEi, which is a contradic- 
tion since f is a Z-factorization. 
Third case: u’=u1u2, u’=u3, w’=u4u5, u=ul, u=u2u3u4, w=u5 with U,#E and 
U~#E (see Fig. 6). 
Since M is Z-stable, the word u2 is a Z-prefix in M of v. Let Cz =(q,,, . . ..qJ be 
a reduced Z-calculus in u from E to u2 (u2 #E). Two cases are possible. 
(1) If qi#V for every iE{O,. . .,x}, that is Cz does not reach u. The Z-calculus 
u~‘f,‘,~C2 is a Z-calculus from u2u3 to E in u. We have Card(Red(u,‘f~,‘C,))= 1; 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. 
otherwise, there exists a Z-calculus (m,,, . . . , m,), where m, = my and then, according to 
Lemma 2.1, a factor of u has two different Z-factorizations. Let C= Red(u,ff,:‘C,). Cis 
a Z-calculus from u2u3 to E in v which does not reach v. Let C’ = Red(Cf,). C’ is 
a Z-calculus from u2u3 to v in L‘, and since C does not reach v, we have 
Lastlabel( Lastlabel( On the other hand, we have Red(f$,,uC’)=f,,. Thus, 
since u4 #E, Lastlabel = Lastlabel(f,,,). Hence, Lastlabel( Lastlabel( 
which is a contradiction sincefis a Z-factorization. 
(2) Ifq,=vforsomeie{O ,..., x},C2=(qo ,..., o,qi+l ,..., q,),then(qO ,..., t’)=f,.Let 
C=(U,qi+i,... ,qX). Then C is a Z-calculus from v to u2 in v. Let C’=Red(f,C). C’ 
is a Z-calculus in v from E to u2 (u2 #E). Since C does not reach E, we have First- 
label(C’)= Firstlabel( On the other hand, Red(C’uzf;,w,)=f,,. Thus, we have 
Firstlabel( Firstlabel(f,.,). Hence, Firstlabel( Firstlabel&,,), which is a con- 
tradiction since f is a Z-factorization. Thus, if A4 is Z-stable, A4 is Z-free. 
We prove now that M is Z-stable if M is Z-free. Suppose that M is Z-free. Let m be 
a word in M such that m=u,u,u,u,u, for some u1,u2,u3,u4,us~A*. Letf,=(p,, 
. . . , p,) be the Z-factorization of m. We consider the three cases of the definition of 
Z-stability. 
First case: Let u1u2,u2,u2u3u4u5,u u u u u u u EL. Put u’=ui, v’=u2, 12 347 4145 
w'=u3u4u5, u=ulu2uj, 2:=u4, w=u5 (see Fig. 7). 
Since Red(tf,f,,) is a reduced Z-calculus from v to VW in VW, according to Lemma 
2.3, we havef,=Red(f,,uRed(‘f,,JI,,,)) and there exists a Z-prefix v1 of v such that 
uvr ~~~~ n uRed( ‘fj”,) nfm. Let C be a Z-calculus in v from E to vi. Let i be the integer 
such that pi = uvi . Since PiEfuo, we have Vk < i, pk < uv. Since piGuRed( ‘f f”,), we have 
Vk > i, pk > u. Similarly, we have also fm = Red(f,,,, u’Red(lf,,&,,)) and there exists 
a Z-prefix v; of v’ such that uv; Efu,,,nu’Red(lf,,fv,~,)nf,. Let C’ be a Z-calculus in v’ 
from E to vi. Let i’ be the integer such that pi’ = u’vl, . We have Vk < i’, p,, < u’v’ and 
Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 8. 
Vk > i’, pk > u’. Thus, i’ < i and kE (2, . , i} implies u’ < pk < uu. Hence, the Z-calculus 
C’(U’-‘(pi’, ..., pi)U2Uj(rCL>)) is a Z-decomposition of ~2~3~4. Thus, u~u~u~EM. 
Second case: Let ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Put u’=ul, 
U’=U2U3, W’=UqU5, U=U1U2, u=u3u4, w=u5 (see Fig. 8). 
Using the same notation as above, we obtain here two possible cases: 
l i’ < i, then Vk i’ < k < i implies u’ < pk < uv. 
l i < i’, then Vk i < k < i’ implies u < pk < u’v’. 
Thus, in both cases the Z-calculus C’(u’- ‘(pi,, . . , pi)u2(‘Cf”)) is a Z-decomposition 
Of U2U3U4. SO,ll2U3U4EM. 
Third case: Let u u u u u u u u u u u u~u~u~,u~u~u~u~EL. Put u’=u1u2, 1 2 39 39 3 4 5, 1 2 3 49 
d=u3, w'=u4u5,u=u~, u=U2u3u4,w=U5 (see Fig. 9). 
Then the Z-calculus C(U-’ (pi, . , pi,)u2(‘C’)) is a Z-calculus in u from E to ~4~. That 
is u2 is a Z-prefix of u2u3u4. 0 
The class of Z-submonoids is closed under intersection [7]. However, we prove now 
that, in difference from the class of free submonoids, the class of Z-free Z-submonoids 
is not closed under intersection. 
Proposition 2.5. The intersection of two Z-free Z-submonoids of A* is not necessarily 
a Z-free Z-submonoid of A*. 
Proof. We construct two Z-free Z-submonoids M and M’ on {a, b, c, d, e,f, g, h, i, j, kf* 
such that MnM’ is not Z-free. Let M =XT, where X= {abcde,fghijk,e,fg,fgh,de, 
bcdefgh, defghij} and let M’ = XtT, where X’ = {abcdef, ghijk, ef, g, ghi, cdefl bcdefghi, 
cdefghij}. X and X’ are easily verified to be Z-codes; so, M and M’ are Z-free 
Z-submonoids. Let us consider the word w = abcdefghijk. It is not difficult to see that 
fi = (E, abcdefg, abed, abcdefghijk) and f2 = (E, abcdefghij, a, abcdefghijk) are two Z- 
factorizations of w on MnM’ (see Fig. 10). 
pfF$q 
Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 11. 
Fig. 12. 
Thus, fi and f2 satisfy the hypothesis of condition (iii) for Z-stability of MnM’. 
However, the word bed can be verified not to be a Z-prefix of bcdefghij in MnM’. So, 
M n M’ is not Z-stable. 
In fact, one can check directly that abcdefg, efg, efghijk, abcdefghij, bcdefhij, 
bcdefhijkez-Root(MnM’); thus, fl and-f2 are well two different Z-factorizations of 
w on Z-Root(MnM’). 
The situations in M and M’ are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. 0 
3. Regular case 
We first fix used notation for automata, two-way automata and transducers. In the 
sequel, an automaton (with c-transitions) will be a 5-tuple d =(A, Q, s, T, 6), where 
A is an (input) alphabet, Q is a finite set of states, s is the initial state, Tis the set of final 
states and 6 is the transition function, mapping Q x(Au{~}) to 2Q. We set 
Act(s) = { qEQ: there is a path from s to q in .c4} and Coacc(t)= { qEQ: there is a path 
from q to t in .F4}. A word w is recognized by d if it is the label of a path from s to 
a state of T. A two-way automaton will be a 5-tuple _&‘=(A, Q,s, T, 6) with all 
components as before, but 6 maps Q x (A UA - ’ ) to 2Q, where A 1 is a copy of A and 
every transition with label in A - ’ means a left move on the input word. A word WEA* 
is recognized by 4 if starting from s and moving left as well as right in w one stops at 
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the end of w in a final state (a complete presentation may be found in [9]). A trans- 
ducer is a 6-tuple F =(A, B, Q,s, T, 6) with all components as before, but B is the 
output alphabet and 6 maps Q x (Au { E}) to B* x 2 Q. A word w is an output of F if it is 
obtained as an output word of a word recognized by the automaton (A,Q,s, T,6). 
Recall that a language is regular iff it is recognized by an automaton or iff it is 
recognized by a two-way automaton or iff it is the output language of a transducer. 
We assume that M is a regular Z-submonoid of A*, and we first prove that one can 
decide whether M satisfies the condition (i) for the Z-stability. 
Lemma 3.1. One can decide whether a given regular Z-submonoid M qf A* satisjes the 
condition (i) for the Z-stability. 
Proof. Let ~2 = (A, Q, s, T, 6) be the minimal (deterministic) automaton recognizing 
M. We make the product of six automata d, each one is associated with a recognizing 
of a word of M. However, these automata do not start simultaneously to enable the 
recognizing of aI uzu3u4, uluz, u2,u2u3u4u5, u4u5, u4, respectively. Thus, we add two 
new states w (as waiting) and f (as finished) and we construct an automaton (with 
c-transitions) 93=(A,(Qu{~,f})~,~, T’,S’) as follows. The initial state is 
o=(s,s,w,w,w,w). The set of terminal states is T’={f}x{f}x{f)xTxTx{f}. 
The c-transitions are: t/q, q’EQ, Vt, t’E T, 
6’ [(q, q’, w, w, w, w), E] = (q, q’, s, s, w, w) (the recognizing of u2 and ~2 ~3 ~4 ~5 
start), 
S’[( q, t, t’, q’, w, w), E] = (q,Lf, q’, w, w) (the recognizing of u1 u2 and u2 stop), 
S’C(qJX 4’,ww),El=(q,.f,f,4’, s,s) (the recognizing of u4 and u4u5 start), 
d’C(tJX 4,4’, t’), ~1 =WX 4, q’,f) (the recognizing of ul u2u3u4 and 
u4 stop). 
The other transitions are products of those of d: Vql,q2,q3,q4EQ, VaeA, 
6'C(q,,q2,w,w,w,w),al=(6(q,,a),6(q2,a),w,w,w,w), 
6fC(q,,q2,q,,q4,w,w),al=(6(ql,a),6(q2,a),6(q,,a),6(q4,a),w,w), 
s'C(41,J;~q2,w,w),al=(6(q,,a),f,fT6(42,a),w,w), 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
s'C(f,f;f;41,42,f),al=(~~fT6(41,a),6(42,a),f). 
Thus, a word m is accepted by B iff m = u1 u2u3u4u5 for some tr+A* such that 
u~u~,u~,u~u~u~u~,u~u~u~u~,u~u~,u~u~u~EM. We set II =Q x Q x {s} x {s} x (w} x 
(w}nAcc(o)nCoacc(T’), T1 = TX {f} x {f} x Q x Q x TnAcc(a)nCoacc(T’) and 
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9BI = (A, Qu { w, f}, II, T1 ,6’). Hence, 9SI recognizes the set 9 of factors of the form 
u2t13u4. Thus, M satisfies the condition (i) iff 9 c M; this implies the decidability of 
the condition (i). 0 
In the same way, the condition (ii) is decidable for the regular Z-submonoids. For 
proving the decidability of the condition (iii), we state an intermediate result. 
Notation. For any language M we denote ZM(M) = {U # u: I( is a Z-prefix of uu in M} 
(# is a new symbol). 
Lemma 3.2. If M is a regular Z-submonoid of A*, ZM(M) is a regular language. 
Moreover, given a regular Z-submonoid M, the language ZM(M) can be effectively 
constructed. 
Proof. Let M be a regular submonoid and let &‘==(A, Q,s, T,6) be the minimal 
automaton recognizing M. First we construct the star automaton &* =(A, Qu{i}, i, 
(i},6’) of ~2 which is a trim automaton with one initial and terminal state which 
recognizes M [S]. Then we construct a two-way automaton B=(Au{ # fuA_‘u{ # ~’ }, 
QuQ’u(Cf}, i, if>, + where Q’ . IS a copy of Q and f is a new state. The set of 
transitions t is defined as follows: 
Vql,q2EQu{i}, VJacA, q2e6’(ql,4 0 q2dql,4 and qi=(qi,a-‘); 
vqEQui.f”l> z(q, #I= {q); 
vqEQ’u(i}, z(q, # -‘I= (4); 
di, #)= (4.f); 
VaEA, T(f;a)={f}. 
Thus, 99 recognizes the set L(B) of words # i0uI # i1.. u, #L # v, where every ij is an 
integer and ur...u, is a Z-prefix of ur...u,v in M. As ZM(M)=L(B)nA*#A*, 
ZM(M) is a regular language given by a regular expression. 0 
Lemma 3.3. One can decide whether a given regular Z-submonoid M of A* satisfies the 
condition (iii) for the Z-stability. 
Proof. Let & = (A, Q, s, T, 6) be the minimal automaton recognizing M. The construc- 
tion is similar as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, but we add outputs to obtain a transducer 
F=(A, AuA’, (Qu{w, f ))", g, T’, 6’). The initial state is o = (s, s, w, w, w, w). The set of 
terminal states is T’= {f > x {f } x T x {.f} x {f } x T. The c-transitions are: 
Vql,qz,q3>q4cQ, V’t,>tzET 
~‘~(~,,~,,~,~,~~~),E~=[E,(~~,~~,~,~,~,~)l 
(the recognizing of U2U3U4 and u2u3u4u5 start), 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(the recognizing of u3 and u3u4u5 start; a letter # is output), 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(the recognizing of ur u2 u3 and u3 stop), 
s’[(tl,~4,,tz,.f,qz),E]=[&,(f,f;41,~f;42)] 
(the recognizing of u1 u2u3u4 and u2u3u4 stop). 
The other transitions are: Vq1,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6EQ, VUEA 
~'C(q,,q2,W,W,W,W),al=C&,(~(ql,a),~(q2,a),s,s,w,w)l, 
~'C(q,,q2,q3,q4,W,U'),~l=C~,(~(~,,~),~(q,,~),~(q,,~),~(q,,~),w,w)l, 
6'C(q,,q,,q,,q,,q,,q,),al=Ca,(6(ql,a),6(q,,a),6(q,,a),6(q,,a), 
~(q,>a)>&q6,a))l> 
Thus, a word m is accepted by r iff m=ul ~2~3~4~5 for some UiEA* such that u1uzu3, 
u3,u3uqu5,u1u2u3u4,u2u3uq and u2u3u4u5~M. Hence, F produces the language 
P(F) of words of the form u2 #u3uq. Thus, M satisfies the condition (iii) iff 
P(F)sZM(M), which implies the decidability of the condition (iii). 0 
Theorem 3.4. One can decide whether a given regular Z-submonoid M of A* is Z-stable. 
As the T operation is regular, Theorem 3.4 gives another proof of the decidability of 
being a Z-code in the regular case [2]. 
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